
Bay Area Disciples (B.A.D.) presents a Mission-Focused Workshop 

New Perspectives on Mission in Our Backyard

 
Exploring Outreach to the  

Anne Arundel County Hispanic Community 
Led by Rev. Kate Foster Connors, Rev. Migde Lucas, and Marcia Towers 

Saturday, February 21, 2015 
Ark and Dove Presbyterian Church 

9:00 am - 3:30 pm 

 
For some time, there has been strong interest among churches in the B.A.D ministry group in building relationships and outreach to 
our expanding Hispanic community.  Wanting to start from an informed perspective, B.A.D. contracted with husband and wife team 
Migde Lucas and Marcia Towers to study the demographics and needs the Hispanic Community living in proximity to the 6 churches 
in the Bay Area Disciples Ministry Group.  Migde, a Presbyterian minister from Guatemala, and Marcia, a recent Presbyterian Mission 
Coworker in Guatemala brought unique insight and skills to this task.   After much study, interviews and visits to businesses and 
churches, Migde and Marcia delivered a comprehensive written report with recommendations for possible mission outreach.   
Attending this workshop will give you front row seats to the presentation of this report along with the opportunity to work with 
others in our ministry group to discern how we might best move forward. 

 
 B.A.D. encourages each church participating in our ministry group to send at least two 

representatives with interest in working with our Hispanic Community or in learning a 
practical approach to creating a new community outreach.   Others from the Baltimore 
Presbytery are welcome to attend as space allows.  Please register before February 13 by 
calling or emailing-  

Debbie Ingram Schmidt, Bay Area Disciples, Staff, 410-790-1260, dschmidt@baltimorepresbytery.org 

Ark and Dove Presbyterian Church is located at 8424 Piney Orchard Parkway, Odenton, MD 21113, (410) 674-6400 

Agenda 
9:00 – 9:30 Registration 
9:30 – noon 

1. Marcia Towers and Rev Migde Lucas will share their findings and insights into the Hispanic/Latino Community 
in Anne Arundel County.  

2. Rev Kate Foster Conners will lead a seminar on what it means to engage in local mission, and how the 
contemporary church’s thinking about mission is changing dramatically. We will read and discuss a variety of 
perspectives on local mission, including some of the main concepts from the book Toxic Charity. 

Lunch 
1pm – 3pm  
- Participants will engage in a participatory process that will move the group from talking about local mission with 

the Hispanic community to generating concrete ideas for what that might look like. 
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